WHAT!

Excellent hearing. At such a great price?

Interton - Essential Hearing
Founded in Germany in 1962, Interton today is part
of one of the world’s largest hearing instrument
organizations, the GN Group. We use their proven core
technology in a way that falls in line with our own way
of doing things. We believe that most people need
a straightforward, functional and easy-to-use hearing
solution at a fair price. So that’s what we give them.
Interton AS | Lautrupbjerg 7 | DK-2750 Ballerup
Tel: +45 4575 1111

| www.interton.com
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Watch the Interton Share movie with
your smart phone. All you need is a free
application. Download Scanlife® to your
smart phone and simply scan the code.

SHARE

YES!

You heard right
Interton Share™ is a reliable, easy to
use family of digital hearing aids that
bring you a great listening experience
at a very attractive price. In addition,
they’re designed in a variety of styles,
colors and power options to suit your
individual lifestyle and needs.
A great hearing experience
Wearing Interton Share™ hearing aids you hear life
as it’s meant to be heard. They imitate the organic
sound processing of the human ear to bring you rich,
clear and natural sounds. The hearing aids include a
feedback management system that protects your
ears from uncomfortable and annoying whistling, and
directionality options that let you understand speech,
wherever it comes from. So you can hear people
comfortably, even in a noisy restaurant.
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Perfect!
It’s built to last
and easy to use
Enjoy all-day comfort
Small, discrete and attractive, you can wear our hearing
aids all day without knowing they’re there. It’s easy to
open the robust battery door and you can easily switch
the hearing aid on and off. There’s also a numbered
volume control* with a start-stop function so you can
listen at the exact level you want.
It’s been put to the test
Interton Share™ hearing aids have
been put through a stress test to make
sure they can withstand everything life
can throw at them. They’re also nanocoated with an ultra-thin polymer layer that coats every
part of the hearing aid to give it maximum protection
from humidity, sweat and dust. So they’ll have a longer
life and are easier to clean.

Resistant and sturdy design
Easy to use push button
User friendly volume control
Strong battery door

*Share 65 doesn’t have a numbered volume control.
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WOW!

So many
choices

A model to fit your needs
We’re all different – with unique needs. Interton Share™
is available in a variety of options so your hearing care
professional can tailor your hearing aids exactly to your
needs and wants.
Choose from 5 colors to suit your
hair or skin tone, the power level you
need, and the type of hearing aid you
like. Either the tiny, In-the-Ear models,
or the discreet Behind-the-Ear forms.
Whatever you want, there’s an Interton Share™ hearing
aid that suits you.

listening situations

Share 65
Mini-BTE

Share 70
BTE

Share 80
Power-BTE

Share 10
CIC & Power CIC

Share 30
ITC & Power ITC

Share 50
ITE & Power ITE

SHARE 1.1 SHARE 1.2 SHARE 1.3

Durability
User friendliness
Background noise reduction
Selection of models
Speech understanding
in noisy situations
Dynamic and changing
environments

Colors:

Closeness, giving a hug
The Interton Share family of hearing aids offer a solution to suit your
individual hearing needs. Consult your local hearing care professional
about which solution suits your lifestyle best.
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Beige

Medium
Blonde

Dark
Brown

Mable
Grey

Black
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